Is China Subordinating Health and Environmental Concerns to Economic Growth?
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The popular press frequently portrays China in a negative light when it reports on environmental and health issues: widespread air and water pollution, mine accidents, and contaminated imports such as food and toys. The image is hardly positive. How much of this accurately reflects reality, and how much reflects a tendency of the popular press to accentuate the negative? Is the image the same in professional journals and technical reports?

The main problem appears to be that well intentioned public health and environmental policies have not yet been realistically integrated into overall policies which emphatically promote economic growth. It also appears that recent positive changes in policy may be too new to have considerable impact in the short term. In October 2005, the Communist Party of China approved its 11th Five-Year Plan for National Economy and Social Development. After China decided to launch economic reforms in 1978, Deng Xiaoping proposed the principle of allowing some of the regions and some of the people to get rich first to achieve a final "common prosperity". The current plan has now been modified to stress “common prosperity” in a bid to bridge the growing gap between the rich and the poor, and to avoid polarization of the society. The Chinese government has also adopted a “green strategy.” “Environmental protection is changing from the down-stream, after-the-event management of the past to today's whole-process supervision and control.” Nonetheless, “since the beginning of reforms, the most commonly measured forms of environmental pollution - particulate matter concentrations, sulfur dioxide levels, greenhouse gas emissions - have all increased literally to life-threatening levels.” Whether the situation gets worse before it gets better remains to be seen, largely because of the continued emphasis on growth and, in particular, because of the demands for energy, based primarily on coal, where mining remains one of the most polluting and most hazardous occupations in the world.

According to the World Bank, China has had a growth rate of nearly 10 percent since the late 1970s (9.7 percent). This is roughly two to three times the global average, which was about 4.1 percent for low- and middle-income countries, and 3.2 percent for high-income countries. China alone accounted for over 75 percent of poverty reduction in the developing world over the
last 20 years. Nonetheless, “substantial challenges remain.” More than 128 million Chinese, in the western and interior regions, still live on less than a dollar per day, often without access to clean water, arable land, or adequate health and education services. The rate of poverty reduction has fallen since the mid-1990s. Undoubtedly, China faces challenges related to its continued rapid growth, most notably income inequality, economically lagging western and northeast regions, and unsustainable resource exploitation.5

In essence, on its path to growth, China has not incorporated into policy the distinctions made in the industrialized countries since the 1970s. In those countries, there was a gradual transformation in the 1970s and 1980s recognizing the difference between economic growth and economic development, followed in the 1980s and 1990s by the notion of sustainable development. China is starting to change in the right direction, but it may take considerable time for new policies to have an effect. The situation is not unlike trying to steer a supertanker compared with a motor boat --- it takes time to react. China is making progress --- most notably through environmental and public health groups who have adopted stances not threatening to central authority that allows them to pursue an overdue agenda. To get a better idea of the scope of progress, this article looks at public, occupational and environmental health in the context of continued growth and the demands of energy.

In a small measure, some of China’s lag is due to the interpretation of statistics and the notion of “drop-dead epidemiology.” When people drop dead from a health problem, it is immediately noticed and dealt with. However, when the health effects are minor, cumulative, or have a delayed reaction, as is the case with some cancers that may take 20 years to develop, people often tend to take it less seriously and procrastinate. In general, environmental health problems, except for extreme weather events, tend not to be drop-dead types. China does not stand alone in its neglect of environmental health.

Public Health: The Overall Perspective

Overall, China has done well compared with other countries at the same stage of economic development. People are living longer and healthier lives now than fifty years ago. The average life expectancy has reached 71 years and, from 1970 to 2000, the infant mortality rate was virtually halved, falling from 61/1,000 to 33. These national averages, however, mask considerable regional and economic disparities. For example, in 2002, under-5 mortality rates for urban areas was 14.6/1,000 compared with 39 in rural areas, and the urban neo-natal mortality rate was 9.7/1,000, compared with 23.2 for rural. Thus, life in rural areas appears much worse than urban areas. China’s overall disease profile largely resembles that of a country in epidemiological and demographic transitions with over 90 percent of deaths due to non-communicable diseases and injuries.6 While non-communicable diseases have become the
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major disease burden, infectious diseases such as tuberculosis, hepatitis, and schistosomiasis are still the major health problems in poor rural areas. In addition, increased income has also produced the highest tobacco consumption in the world, unhealthy diet and lifestyle changes, plus an explosion in urban housing and vehicle density. Thus, increased income has also increased household and other environmental pollution and traffic related injuries. These major risk factors are basically unregulated and unchecked to date. A look at occupational and environmental health factors reveals a similar composition of contrasts.

**Occupational Health: a look at the General Picture and Mining**

In general, occupational health has often been neglected in developing countries. Scholars have been raising concerns about the lack of attention to occupational health in developing countries for some time. China is no different --- but the consequences are severe given its current economic ranking. China produces 70 percent of the world’s toys, 70 percent of photocopiers, 40 percent of microwave ovens and sports shoes, plus large amounts of the world’s video equipment, cell phones, electric lighting, and computers. For multinationals, the most important attraction has been low wages (estimated at around 80 cents an hour in light manufacturing), driven by the transformation of China’s huge agricultural workforce of 700 million into wage laborers. In 2006, the Congressional Research Service declared China the world’s third-largest trading economy after the United States and Germany. But, in keeping with its contrasts, China’s per capita GDP ranks 128th.

Moreover, China’s economic growth over the past 20 years is unprecedented. “No country has ever industrialized as fast as China. No country has ever faced as many new types of industries and hazards in such a short time. No country has ever experienced such a rapid transition from rural agricultural to urban industrial living. This industrialization is thus just now beginning to receive rigorous and sustained examination in terms of its impact on environmental and occupational health.” The International Labor Organization estimates that annual deaths
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from workplace accidents are 11.1 per 100,000 Chinese workers. That is roughly equivalent to five times the US on-the-job fatality rate (2.19 per 100,000). Chinese authorities and employers may argue that a low level of occupational safety and health is inevitable, because China is still in the primary stage of capital accumulation, that it is an inevitable consequence of industrialization which has happened in many other countries.

There have been important and positive policy changes concerning environment and economic growth, but it is not sure that occupational health has followed suit. For example, “the 11th Five-Year Plan will address the main shortcomings through the policy of five balances: between rural and urban areas, between regions, between economic and social sectors, between economic development and the natural environment, and between the domestic and international markets.” In spite of its phenomenal growth in industrial production, occupational health is not explicitly mentioned. “The tough world market competition requires Chinese producers to keep their costs as low as possible, which, in turn can lead to the compromising of environmental and occupational safety and health standards. …With an almost inexhaustible supply in China of cheap labour, and with outdated labour and registration laws, globalization has also meant an influx of labourers from rural to urban areas. These labourers accept very low wages and no or limited job security and health care coverage. … Regulation in public health programmes, including in food safety, pollution control, infectious diseases control, and maternal and child health, is progressing. However, the overall effectiveness of these regulations is not satisfactory.” For example, in a period of declared reform, industrial accidents rose by 27 percent between 2000 and 2001, while occupational diseases increased by 13 percent in the same period, according to government statistics. The government workplace health and safety agency reported that 140,000 workers died on the job in 2002, a rate of 380 deaths a day. “Due to incompleteness of the reports [of the Ministry of Health], this is only the tip of a huge iceberg of health hazards in the workplaces in China.”

In essence, or perhaps, at best, occupational health is recognized as a research need. “Development of the socioeconomic environment, including the health sector, which by all measures has been extremely rapid, will continue for a long time, probably for more than one generation. … The re-orientation and development of the public health system in the next 10-20 years based on situation analyses and projections of future health problems.” The situation is particularly bleak for mining, because of the continued pressure on growth and increasing demand for electricity, fueled primarily by coal. Four industries will account for 87 percent of future coal use: electricity, construction materials, steel and chemical --- of these, electricity accounts for just over half (53 percent). The total coal usage will reach 2.164 billion tons
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(including 80 million tons for export), which represents a general growth rate of 12 percent over than 2004 and 17.6 percent electricity consumption.  

According to the US Congressional-Executive Committee on China, the “burgeoning rate of fatalities appears to be the result of heavy demand for energy in China and the growing desperation of farmers driven by poverty to seek jobs underground in small, dangerous mines.” 6,000 miners died in 2003, reflecting an estimate of 12 fatalities per million tons of coal. “The Chinese government has some control over safety standards in large state-owned coal mines, but virtually no control over small private mines, where most fatal accidents occur. The Chinese people are increasingly aware of the appalling death and injury toll, but one Chinese expert expressed the view that it would take decades before China reaches the safety levels of the developed world.”

China produced 35 percent of the world's coal in 2003, but reported 80 percent of the total deaths in coal mine accidents, according to statistics with the State Administration of Work Safety (SAWS). In 2004, by October, there were 188 accidents with death toll of more than 10, about one death every 7.4 days, making coal mining the most deadly job in China. In 2003, the average coal miner in China produced 321 tons/year; which represents 2.2 percent of production in the United States and 8.1 percent of that of South Africa. The death rate per 100 tons, however, is 100 times that of the US and 30 times of the South Africa. In addition about 600,000 miners to date suffer from pneumoconiosis, a disease of the lungs caused by long-continued inhalation of dust, with the figure increasing by 70,000 miners every year. Despite these grim statistics, the government says it has taken measures to improve mine safety. Compared with the past, China's coal mine safety has improved. For example, in 2004, the death toll dropped 13.2 percent and was expected to drop 22 percent over 2003’s rate. It was predicted that the death rate per 100 tons would be less than 3, roughly half of the rate of 5.77 in 2000. The main causes of coal mine accidents are gas leaks, roof cave-ins, fires, transportation mishaps, blasts, and floods/water bursting. In 2006, roof cave-in accidents accounted for the largest portion (42.3 percent) of the total coal mine deaths.

According to a study by the Organization for Economic Cooperation and Development (OECD), Chinese coal industry’s rate of around 6,000 fatalities per year (one third due to severe accidents) represented a fatality rate 10 times higher than other non-OECD countries but 40 times higher than the OECD countries. By comparison, the US, the world’s second largest coal producer, shows an average number of 27 fatalities per billion tons over the past four years, compared with China’s 3,000 fatalities. The Australian and New Zealand coal mining industries have accident rates per million hours worked which are around half of the US rate. These grim statistics nonetheless need to be taken into context and perceived as a stepping stone for
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Chinese improvement, which, of course, will require monitoring. For example, over 100,000 miners were killed in the UK since records were first kept in 1850. During the second part of the 20th century, the UK had one of the lowest accident rates in the world, but this took more than a century to achieve. In the peak production year of 1913 (287 million tons) 1,785 workers were killed, with a fatality rate (6.2/million tons) slightly higher than the current Chinese rate (5/million tons).27

Environmental Health: a glance at Air and Water Pollution and Schistosomiasis

The situation concerning environmental health is similar to that of occupational health, again because of the pressure for economic growth and the increasing demand for energy. The main environmental health problems are associated with air and water pollution, climate change, and schistosomiasis, a disease spread by snails. Although China's environmental program has had successes in reducing industrial air and water pollution, two decades of phenomenal growth have taken a serious toll on the rural natural resource base and the urban environment. 28 As observed by the US Congressional Research Service (January 2006): “The Chinese government often disregards its own environmental laws in order to promote rapid economic growth.”29

China's economy has a high energy intensity. The country uses 20 to 100 percent more energy than OECD countries for many industrial processes. Automobile standards lag behind European standards by ten years. And China has 20 of the world’s 30 most polluted cities, largely due to high coal use and motorization. 30 On the positive side, China will likely achieve its target to obtain 15 percent of its energy from renewables by 2020. Renewable energy could provide over 30 percent of its energy by 2050. China has become a global leader in renewable energy and is expected to invest more than $10 billion in new capacity in 2007, second only to Germany. Nonetheless, investment in large hydropower continues at $6-10 billion annually.31 China is building a new 1,000-megawatt coal-fired power plant every week, consumes half the world’s cement, a quarter of all steel, and two-fifths of all copper.32

China is facing a myriad of water crises, including chronic shortages in the north, severe pollution in all major rivers, red tides along the coast, and flooding on major rivers due to
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The destruction of wetlands and lakes. Only six of the twenty-seven largest cities supply drinking water that meets government standards.33

“While China's air pollution is serious, perhaps the greater environmental health threat is from water degradation. Severe pollution from industrial emissions, untreated municipal waste, and agricultural runoff is affecting all major rivers in China, threatening human health and disrupting industrial production, as well as destroying river ecosystems.” Nearly 700 million Chinese lack access to safe water, contaminated with animal and human fecal waste. More than 75 percent of the rivers flowing through its cities are unsuitable for drinking or fishing because a third of industrial and two-thirds of household wastewater are untreated. Along China's major rivers, especially the Huai, Hai, and Yellow, higher than normal rates of cancer, tumors, spontaneous abortions, and diminished IQs are reported.34

It has been estimated that about 80 percent of the Chinese households use solid/biomass fuels for cooking or heating. Monitoring data from 388 cities shows that only 31 percent met Chinese standards for air quality. In general, about 74 percent of the population lives in areas where the air quality does not meet the standard.35 While most of the attention is placed on ambient air pollution because of power plants and vehicles, indoor air pollution is a far greater health problem globally. Respiratory infections are the second cause of death in low-income countries.36 The main source is biomass fuel, i.e., wood and charcoal, twigs, straw, and dung, depending on the area, used primarily are for heating and lighting, due to the absence of household energy. (About half the world’s population still cooks with biomass fuels.) Because of the quantities of coal burned in China, lung cancer is also a serious problem as well as respiratory infections.

Coal-burning releases large amounts of PAHs (polycyclic aromatic hydrocarbons), particulate matter, sulfur dioxide, and mercury. The effects are considerable for infants and children: newborns with high levels of prenatal exposure to air pollution from coal burning have smaller head circumference at birth and lower growth rate in childhood. Such early exposures can set the stage for increased cancer risk, asthma, and cognitive delay over a lifetime. Air pollution from coal burning in China adversely affects the health of people worldwide. The USEPA recently estimated that 40 percent of mercury in the US comes from power plant emissions overseas, especially China.37

About 75 percent of China's energy demand is met by coal. No other major world economy is so dependent on coal; the world average is only 27 percent. Chinese coal, generally
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low quality, is responsible for 70 percent particulate and 90 percent of sulfur dioxide emissions. China consumes more energy and emits more greenhouse gases than any country except the US, and is expected to surpass the US in these emissions by 2009. China expects to construct 562 new coal-fired power plants by 2012, which could nullify the cuts required under the Kyoto Protocol from industrialized countries. Information on Chinese emissions is sketchy since the government has not publicly disclosed CO₂ or mercury emissions data since 2001. The most commonly cited numbers attribute 25-40 percent of global mercury emissions (from coal burning) to China. Within China's borders, air pollution from coal, cars, and dust storms is responsible for 3-400,000 premature deaths and 75 million asthma attacks annually.

With attention so frequently focused on air and water pollution, another environmental health problem is often neglected in the literature, that of schistosomiasis. The bulk of exposure is occupational, where people work in slow moving water and river banks, where the snails reside. In China, schistosomiasis has existed for centuries until systematic control programs began in the 1950s. Schistosomiasis is mainly distributed along the Yangtze River and down to the south including 404 counties/cities in 12 provinces. About 100 million people are at risk. In 2003, the vice-premier Yi Wu ranked schistosomiasis next to SARS and AIDS as one of China's main public health challenges. Again, the question arises whether health was taken into consideration in policy decisions, whether correct policies were adopted, but neglected? In particular, relocation policies, viz., the adopted policy on anti-flooding 'returning cultured land to the lake and relocation of farmers to newly established towns', may lead to an increase in snail habitats on a large scale and in the number of people living in close contact with infested water. The construction of the giant Three Gorges Dam across the Yangtze River is expected to have a major impact. Expected to be filled by 2009, the dam and its 600 km. long reservoir will have a serious impact on the transmission and distribution of schistosomiasis both above and below the dam. In addition a major irrigation program to divert water from the Yangtze River in the south to very dry parts of northern China (mainly to the basins of the Yellow, Huaihe and Haihe rivers) has also begun and raises concerns about spreading schistosomiasis. However, about 74 percent of towns and districts having schistosomiasis reached the standards for interdiction and control of the spread of the disease.

Summary

It is quite obvious that China’s policies are changing for the better. “The recognition that economic growth is not equal to economic development and that growth is not the final goal of development,” was included in the 11th Five-Year Plan for the first time. In 1998, China's
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National Environmental Protection Agency was promoted to the ministerial level, creating the State Environmental Protection Administration (SEPA), elevating the environmental concerns in domestic and international governmental policy making. SEPA’s director has said that the impact of China's environmental issues on its national security, economy, and foreign trade have made "environmental diplomacy" an increasingly vital aspect of the country's foreign relations. In addition, China has implemented the GreenWatch program, promoting sustainable development through public disclosure of environmental information, in 22 municipalities, and plans to extend it to every city in the country by 2010.

The government is clearly taking positive steps. According to China Daily, from January 2005 to June 2006, the Chinese central government fined or closed about 70,000 illegal mines. To improve industry safety, the government planned to close about 5,000 unsafe small coal mines by the end of 2007. While the general safety situation improved in 2006, the number of fatal accidents (3-9 deaths per accident) increased by 3.9 percent. Currently, mining areas are often exploited by several companies, leading to overexploitation and frequent accidents, as well as excessive pollution. By the end of 2008, the government is requiring that one mine can only be exploited by one company in order to reduce the accident rate and control pollution. In November 2007, China launched its first national environmental health action plan to enable research in the environment and health sectors to be combined more effectively. It aims to form a legal, executive and technical framework for environmental health by 2015.

However, it is less obvious that these changes are sufficient. In particular it is hard to estimate the hidden forces behind the dual pushes for economic growth and environmental responsibility, most notably those emanating from the private sector. About 70 percent of China’s GDP is now derived from the private sector. And recall that the government has little control over small private mines, where most fatal accidents occur. Moreover, according to the Japan Times, the “vice minister of the State Environmental Protection Administration stated (Dec. 2005) that pollution levels in China could increase more than four times within 15 years if the country does not control its voracious growth in energy consumption and in the number of vehicles on its roads.”
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There are other circumstances that are difficult to control, for example, the global appetite for cheap Chinese goods. For example, 7 percent of China's CO₂ emissions are estimated to result from the production of U.S. imports. In addition, it is hard to control the demands for a modern lifestyle of a burgeoning middle and upper class that is relatively new. According to the latest Merrill Lynch Cap Gemini survey, China had 320,000 millionaires (those with $1 million in investible assets) in 2005, up 6.8 percent from 2004. Nonetheless, according to the People's Daily Online, the latest report on China's development in 2007 indicates the number of poor is 20 million. The poverty rate decreased from 31 percent to 2.5 percent. And the World Bank points out that more than 128 million Chinese, in the western and interior regions, still live on less than a dollar per day. This contrast points to one area that was poorly treated in the popular press or professional literature: incentives for private sector and general public, though Chinese consumption patterns in general are hardly wasteful compared with the West. In a country where 80 percent of the population still heat and light their homes with biomass fuels, it is hard to suggest that China curtail its energy production, especially when compared to wasteful consumption in the US and other industrialized countries. There is a clear difference between the demands of economic and industrial growth as opposed to meeting basic household needs, a difference that needs clear attention in the academic, government, business and industrial communities. The challenge lies is selecting the right issues to debate and the right priorities to fund.
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